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Purpose

The purpose of this document is to catalog questions and observations regarding the topic
“Angelic Salvation” (AS) as presented within the document The Angelic Conflict (Angelic Conflict
5-24-01.doc) by Drue Freeman.

Scope

The review of the AS focuses on the sections XII Fall of Angels through XVII Mechanics Of
Angelic Salvation (pages 24-59) as most of the material that can be considered under the AS
umbrella is within those sections. The entire source document has not been reviewed at the time
of writing. While it would have been more thorough to completely review The Angelic Conflict
before compiling questions and observations, the author succumbed to enthusiasm over the
prospect of having a meaningful dialog with his pastor on the subject, something that has been
rare in his life in recent years.

Approach

Questions will be raised from two perspectives: 1) a neutral “Missouri” (show me) perspective
(some of which may just be requests for clarification and have no direct bearing on AS itself) and
2) a “Champion/Challenger” perspective, where the champion is the “traditional” view that elect
angels did not fall and there is no salvation plan to cover fallen ones. It is my normal modus
operandi to beat things up during testing as much as I can to prove that they stand, so questions
may at times appear to be exacting, hyper-analytical and possibly even picky and/or ruthless. It is
hoped that none of them are taken to be antagonistic or combative. It is quite exciting to examine
these things and deserving of every bit of rigor.

Questions

XII. The Fall of Angels

XII.A (pg 24) – Doesn’t the tail dragging imagery better picture 2/3 not falling rather than all
falling and 2/3 returning (1/3 were dragged down, not prevented from returning)? [Pro-AS
counter-question: Is the falling in view the moral fall from Isaiah 14 or the literal expulsion
from Heaven discussed later in Revelation 12, 12:4 c.f. 12:9?] [Anti-AS counter-counter-
question: Doesn’t the fall in 12:4 have to be different from 12:9 because of the sequence of
events of 12:4-5: the fall followed by the attempt to devour the child, which is long before
the casting down of 12:9?]

XII.E (pg 25) – How does the phrase “abundance of trade” indicate the spreading of
Satan’s lies? Obviously he did not keep his thoughts to himself since others fell, but it just
seems to be an odd way of putting things. Is it a colloquialism or not translated well?

XII.G.3 & 4 – How does the source passage (Ezekiel 28:14,18) show Satan was the
“Angelic High Priest” whose job it was to “protect against violation of the Angelic Laws”?
While we can know that he had the chief position, can we really discern that much detail
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about his function and the structure of the pre-fallen angelic hierarchy? Couldn’t “spreading
a protective net” refer to an honor guard type post and not need to do anything with
protecting angelic law?

XII.I (pgs 26-27) – I recall Tom Balding remarking on hosios and its use in Revelation 15:4
to mean that Christ was “uniquely holy” because no one else, not even the Father and Holy
Spirit, were holy like Him because He is the God-man, holy in both aspects of His being. Is
there any reason that his assertion is incorrect, technically speaking? (Note: Now that I
understand the historical development of AS, the controversy during Tom’s training about
the topic and the significance of Revelation 15:4 to the doctrine, I believe [knowing Tom]
that all this was in the forefront of his thinking when he made this assessment about hosios
and by his nature he had every reason to not be objective on the matter. In my estimation
based on years sitting under him, it is entirely like him to come up with something that
disproves something he is against.)

XII.J.1 (pg 27) – How does this point impact the discussion? If Jesus is the only one worthy,
based on His sacrifice, an unfallen angel would not be worthy because he was not
sacrificed, just as a redeemed angel would not be worthy because he was not (could not)
sacrificed. (Note: The way the point is written might lead a reader to believe the author
thinks Jesus is part of the angelic order, so a rewrite might be wise.)

XII.J.2,4 (pg 27) – Does the agreement via the word “amen” add to the AS argument? It
would seem to me that such a thing does not speak either way on the topic, since an angel
who never fell and one who fell and believed would be equally in a position to say “amen”.
Is there anything in the way the word “amen” is used that would indicate that the angels are
partakers of salvation as opposed to it just being praise for Jesus providing salvation for
man?

XII.J.3 (pg 27) – This point assumes (based on the scripture cited for support) that angels
maintain the same form for their entire existence. In light of what we see in scripture about
angels appearing as men and demons possessing people, can the idea of angels having a
fixed form be reasonably brought into question? If this assumption is incorrect, then while
the plan of salvation may have been presented before any man was present, the source
passage cannot be used as a support verse.

XII.J.5 (pg 27) – How does Hebrews 1:13 (and Psalm 110:1 which it quotes) support the
point? The passage speaks of Jesus being higher than the angels, but it does not seem to
contrast them, with Jesus being (of course) perfect, but angels not being perfect.

XII.J.5.b (pg 27-28) – How does Psalm 89:5-8 show the angels to be imperfect? Can the
un-comparableness of God spoken of in the passage require us to conclude that those to
which God is being compared are morally imperfect rather than acknowledging His
awesomeness? Do the statements of His faithfulness force us to conclude that all others
have been unfaithful?

XIII. The Trial of Satan
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XIII.A (pg 28) – Although it is likely Satan was put on trial first, how do we really know it
happened that way?

XIII.N (pg 28) – Isn’t it possible that Satan could have legally maneuvered to invalidate the
testimony of Unfallen Angels as being robots (spin off of argument in point XIII.I) or God
(you can’t be judge and a witness – not impartial), so the need for man does not
necessitate the universal fall of angels; mankind would still be needed as a second witness
in the Unfallen Angels scenario.

XIV. Satan Attacks Divine Essence-Basis of Appeal

XIV.A (pg 28-29) – Even though a legal term is used in I Peter 5:8, how does this passage
show Satan filed a lawsuit against God? While it is reasonable that he did level charges
against God, is it fair to use this verse to document such and event? Also, how does the
phrase “Man got involved” connect with this point?

XIV.D-R (pg 29) – Although these points are likely (and an interesting exercise in how truth
can be twisted), is it fair to present them with such certainty absent specific revelation on
the details that transpired? By building deduction upon deduction, even to form a
reasonable chain of events, do we run the risk of being, or at least appearing to be,
elevating speculation to scripture?

XIV.S (pg 29) – Worded this way, the point says that the sub-points prove the preceding
pints. Isn’t it better to say that the deduced attacks are reflected by Satan’s title, not seen in
them?

XIV.S.3 (pg 29) – How do we know Apollyon/Abaddon is Satan and not another demon
(one who may also be in the abyss and leader over those released)?

XIV.S.6 (pg 29) – While the dragon’s form parallels that of the Beast (Revelation 13:1), is it
accurate to say that the title reflects Satan’s politics since the imagery in question concerns
human empires (Revelation 17:7-17)? Satan had to be politicking long before man was on
the scene and this particular symbolism would have no meaning in a pre-human context.

XV. Documentation of the Offer of Angelic Salvation

XV.H.1 (pg 33-34) –
 (v10) How do we know acacia wood means humanity? What scriptures

document what means what in the tabernacle? (Note: Tom did go over these
meanings, but I don’t think he documented them very well. Forgive me if any of
my questions come across as though I’ve got an itch to scratch on this subject –
because I do. Thanks.)

 (v11) How do we know gold means righteousness?
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 (v11) Is it OK to say gold means righteousness/deity? Isn’t that rather imprecise?
If we say it also means deity, doesn’t that blow the imagery? The angels on the
ark were made of gold and they are not deity.

 (v11) How do we know molding means borders established by Deity? Borders
about what? How far is it reasonable to go in assigning meanings to elements in
the tabernacle?

 (v12) Can you connect the dots on what means “Deity transcends time” and how
it means it?

 (v14) How do we know this pictures priests communicating the hypostatic union?
Is it possible that the poles are just a practical element that teaches the same
thing that the ark proper does, being made of the same substances?

 (v15) How do we know this means the plan is unchanging? How do we know it
doesn’t mean that God is always ready to meet us where we are?

 (v17) Do the dimensions of the ark and that they are not the same mean
anything? If not, why not? When do we stop looking for meanings in the elements
of the tabernacle?

 (v18) If the two cherubim perform the exact same function as Satan did prior to
his fall, then why are there not four cherubim on the lid since the Four Living
Creatures replaced Satan when he fell per point IV.O.d? (See also XV.H.1.c.)

 (v18) Is it possible that the hollowness of the cherubim is simply a design point to
prevent them from collapsing since gold is so malleable? [I know we discussed
this before, but I wanted to include it for completeness.] Actually, this is just
another expression of the when to we know when to stop/not stop in the
assignment of meanings question.

XV.H.2.c (pg 34) – While it is true that Jesus was made a little while lower than the angels,
how do we know that the positioning of the veil under the white linen curtains pictures this?
It makes sense, but how can we really know that there isn’t some other meaning that we
missed?

XV.H.2.d (pg 34) – As with other elements, the meanings of blue, purple, and scarlet make
sense, but what proves we have their right meanings?

XV.H.2.e (pg 34) –
 How is the Cherubim being partakers of Christ’s righteous acts and work clearly

seen? What compels us to come to this conclusion? If this is true, why are not
humans embroidered on as well?

 In point XV.H.1 (v18) it is asserted that the angels on the linen curtains were
observers (am I reading that point correctly?). Why wouldn’t being on the white
linen indicate that they are partakers of Christ’s righteousness? [Looking ahead, I
see you make this point in XV.H.3.a, so if I am misreading XV.H.1 (v18), then this
question goes away.]

 Why are their no seraphim in all this imagery?

XV.H.2.f (pg 34) –
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 Is it really a fair argument to offer an alternative to how angels could have been
portrayed in the tabernacle to show them as observers? Absent a solid “key” to
mapping out meanings to what stands for what, isn’t that a bit arbitrary?

 Is it “apples to apples” to offer up an item used in the temple (angel statues of
olive wood) as something that could have been used in the tabernacle to convey
a meaning? While we have scripture in Hebrews to tell us that the tabernacle is a
type, is it really true that elements of the temple (that did not appear in the
tabernacle) also have such meanings and fold into the same set of meanings as
those of the tabernacle?

 If it is valid to say that the olive cherubim statues would have been the way to
communicate being observers, then since they are also covered with gold, what
meaning should we get from that? Extrapolating for a moment, an anti-AS person
might say this is evidence against AS, contrasting the God-man (gold-acacia) to
the angel (gold-olive wood).

XV.H.3.a (pg 35) – Couldn’t the anti-AS person argue that the white linen illustrates how
the unfallen angels are righteous by not falling?

XV.H.3.b (pg 35) – How do the verses cited show the angels partaking of Christ’s work?

XV.L.1 (pg 38) – Is “increasing Christ’s celebrity” the best way to think of the ramification of
there being no Unfallen Angels? Wouldn’t it be better to say that if AS is accurate, it shows
another aspect of or gives us more detail about Christ’s supreme celebrity? While this may
be a picky point to make, I would not use this approach when attempting to convince
someone of AS because it sounds like an emotional argument to trick them into accepting it
(sounding to the skeptic something like “If you think Jesus is the best, then you really
should believe AS because that shows him to be really really best. Don’t you want to think
of Jesus as really really best?”). Moreover, I think someone who does not hold to AS would
be rightly insulted if it is implied or easily inferred from a point that is made which says they
don’t think of Christ to be as much a celebrity as someone who believes AS.

XV.L.4.e (pg 39) – Isn’t Christ being “firstborn of all creation” about His station in the
universe being akin to the first born in a family ("primo geniture" - family priest, family ruler,
double portion [or in this case, the singular portion of everything there is])?

XV.L.9.e (pg 40) – How do the Ephesians verses cited reflect reconciliation being offered to
angels?

XV.N.4.d (pg 43) – How does “He (Jesus) was already the Angelic High Priest” and Lucifer
was Angelic High Priest (per XII.G.3) reconcile with the Four Living Creatures replacing
Satan when he fell (per IV.O.1) and the two cherubim who filled Satan’s place (per
XV.H.1.c)?

XV.P.2.c (pg 44) – Isn’t it possible (likely?) that in this case the creation referred to is an
anthropomorphic representation of the inanimate physical universe rather than something
that primarily points to the sentient elements of that universe (Revelation 21, 2 Peter 3:10-
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12)? How does the verse have free moral agents as “the major focal point”? If anything, it
seems that the inanimate universe is juxtaposed to the sons of God in the passage.

XV.P.3 (pg 44) – If the document is ever republished, could the text prior to sub-point a. be
rewritten in more of a paragraph format? It was quite difficult to follow at first and took
several readings to see how the point was arrived at. (Maybe I was caffeine depleted when
I first read it.)

XV.R.1 (pg 45) – Is there any clear reason why this doctrine is so reliant on derivation
rather than direct statement? This point alone would give some people hesitation in
accepting it. Any idea why God wouldn’t just come right out and state it?

XV.R.9 (pg 46) – What prevents an anti-AC proponent from claiming that +R was imputed
to the Unfallen Angels after some period of testing (exposure to Satan’s recruitment),
enabling them to not rebel at some later point?

XV.R.15 (pg 46) – Is there historical evidence that the conventional thinking of angels
falling developed as a result of Calvinistic theology or are you just saying that it is akin to it?

XVII. Mechanics of Angelic Salvation

XVII.D (pg 48) –
 How does Ezekiel 18:4 support this point?
 An anti-AC person might make the claim that use of “soul” related to God is non-

technical, meaning that while He has emotions, etc., He does not have a soul in the
sense man has a soul. Are there any technical points in the original languages in the
proof texts that would invalidate that claim?

 We know from direct statements that man has a soul and that God has a soul
(assuming 2nd question in previous point holds). Isn’t it a little strange that we have to
deduce that angels have souls rather than get a direct statement as well?

 In the support passage cited (Job 12:10), doesn’t the parallelism between “every living
thing” and “mankind” restrict us to the understood context of the verse to be humanity?

 Taking for a moment that the support verses are insufficient to conclude that angels
have souls and that they were just spirits, would that alone preclude them from
partaking in salvation?

XVII.M.11.b (pg 50) –
 Since the context of I Corinthians 15 has to do with the believer’s resurrection, why

would angelic bodies ever be in view? The contrast of earthly to heavenly seems to be
that of pre/post resurrection bodies. Is this really a proof text for their being angelic
bodies? Even if we go to v41, that would seem to me to be something that would be
alluding to differences among believers bodies in the resurrection.

 Taking for a moment that these verses aren’t sufficient to prove angels have bodies, is
there anything else that forces us to conclude this? Genesis 6 would be a natural
consideration, but is it possible that angels are totally immaterial (recall how demons
can possess people, especially “Legion”) and can manufacture bodies, putting them on
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like we would put on clothes? (See question for XII.J.3 for similar considerations). This
would not contradict any manifestation of angels to humans because the forms that they
1) deal with folks “man to man” (examples: Genesis 19, Daniel 10) or to communicate
truth symbolically by their very form (Ezekiel 1, 10). [Counter-speculation: Angels with
bodies that are ultra-malleable down to the superstring level and/or ones that are 4+
dimensionally hyper-spatial could also account for the phenomena seen in scripture.]

 (this point also looks ahead to XIX.I which lies outside of the part of the document under
primary review) While the previous point was a little fun, it raises a question: Have we
unwittingly created a trap by saying that the old sin nature is “genetically transmitted”?
While we know from scripture that the OSN passes through Adam, is it wise to go that
baby-step further and bring genetics into it? Did that baby-step put God in a box in any
way? Is it possible that by simple Divine decree the OSN is transmitted from dad to kid?
Simply put, if your dad’s fallen, you’re fallen – done. By not taking that extra step, don’t
we take the deductive/speculative topic of angelic bodies off the table?

XVII.M.13 (pg 50) –
 Does the source verse (Genesis 6:5) in and of itself state that no angel-men accepted

an offer of salvation (something specific in the original language that is not plain in
English) or is this point solely based on deduction?

 Since the Son did not become an angel-man, then, technically speaking, don’t we have
a true doctrine of Limited Atonement: that Jesus’ death provided salvation for men and
angels, but not for the angel-men? Wouldn’t Hebrews 10:12 then be understood to
mean “but He, having offered one sacrifice for (most) sins for all time, sat down at the
right hand of God” and wouldn’t 1 John 2:2 actually be saying “And He Himself is the
propitiation for our sins; and not for ours only, but also for those of the whole kosmos
(except those angel-men)”? If AS is correct, then angel-men occupy a unique position
among sentient beings, the only class who did not have a sacrifice made for them.
(Rhetorical note: The anti-AS person might retort at this point: “You said my beliefs
sound Calvinistic, what about your beliefs about the angel-men?”)

 Wild question time: Is it possible that an angel-human possesses no soul at all and is
some type of monstrosity that would at the same time be superhuman (physically and
mentally) and sub-human (immaterially like an animal), functionally superior to a human
but no better than an ape, thus requiring no consideration for salvation?

XVII.W.1.a (pg 53) – Is Job 9 actually saying there is no mediator in his day? Looking at the
passage as a whole, it seems to be that Job was at a low point in his response to the heavy
testing and saying that God’s kicking his butt and in spite of his innocence there’s nothing
he can do about it (esp. vs19,20).

XVII.W.2 (pg 55-56) – Is there anything in the Bible that actually says angels have a
priesthood? In sub-point m.4, Hebrews 1:14 is referenced, but does the word “ministering”
force us to conclude they have a priesthood? Doesn’t the context (latter part of the verse)
point that ministering to be toward believers rather than some type of priestly function?

XVII.W.2.n (pg 56) – Do the references cited prove that Jesus is a High Priest of angels (as
opposed to just being their boss in a general sense)?
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Questions from sections outside the main scope of the review

II.H.4 (pg 4) – See question on XIX.I.7 below.

IX.F (pg 17) – Wouldn’t it be a good idea to add a point that reminds the reader that you do
not believe that Jesus was part of the angelic order? Someone reading this (out of context)
might think that this is what you are saying.

XI.B.2 (pg 22) –
 Olympus?! While I can understand the notion behind this term, why would Isaiah 14

refer to a mythical place during an account of Satan’s fall? This is an account of what
Satan said in his heart so why would he think to himself in terms of a non-existent
place? (The mountain is real, but not what it is known for, of course.) If he were talking
directly to me (or anyone), I could understand why he would mention Olympus, because
this would be another way of screwing with my head, but it makes no sense for him to
speak to himself with that term.

 What is wrong with taking “mount of assembly” to be a literal place? We take “Sheol” to
be literal in 14:15 and “Eden” to be literal in Ezekiel 28:13. What improves the reader’s
understanding of what Satan was saying to conclude this was a mythical metaphor?

 If “mount of assembly” refers to some sort of place like Olympus, and that it is being
used to convey a meaning and not be literal (sometimes “Olympus” is used as a tongue-
in-cheek reference to upper management in a corporation), why would a Greek concept
be in view? If anything would be used, why not an Assyrian concept, since they were
the big power of the day and an imminent danger? Was Olympus really famous enough
to the Israelite reader at this time in history? Isaiah was written 740-680 BC. The
Greeks were barely off the ground at that point. They are mentioned in Daniel, but that
was some time later.

 Unless there is some overwhelmingly important reason to keep “Olympus” here to
explain the point, wouldn’t it be better to come up with another way to explain it?
Doesn’t “Olympus” leave a lot of room for misunderstanding and distraction from the
essential points of the study? Too many folks already want to sweep this topic under the
rug and not face some of the tough questions it raises. Those folks shouldn’t be given
any help in doing that if it can be avoided.

XIX.I.7 (pg 61) –
 If angels had to make a body, why would it have to be ex nihilo? Why couldn’t they build

one from raw materials? Moreover, isn’t it likely (and heavily tending toward certain –
that’s where I’d put my money) that only God can create something from nothing?

 (see question on XVII.M.11.b) If angels did create a body, isn’t concluding it would have
no OSN be the trap we fall into by using the word “genetic” when describing how the
OSN is passed down?

XXII.D.1 (pg70) – How do we know the offspring is sterile? The fact that horses and
donkeys cannot produce sterile offspring cannot be used to prove this point. While killing off
humanity through attrition (if the sterility point is correct) is an attack on the promised
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Messiah, so would be corruption of the population of Earth if eventually all inhabitants were
not purely human (accomplished by successive generations of angel-men).

Conclusion/Summary

From my personal history, I know that AS has been ridiculed, written off and even made the
subject of “boogeyman stories”. While I can understand why people would be skeptical of the
conclusions, the discrediting, in my opinion, has been more about alienating people, protecting
one’s “turf” (under the guise of protecting one’s sheep) and avoiding having to deal with some very
hard questions that cannot be quickly answered as many would like to do.

That said, I would agree that this doctrine cannot be used as some sort of “picket” to build the
fence that divides orthodoxy from unorthodoxy. Acceptance/rejection does not impact the beliefs
that make someone a Christian, the behaviors God expects of us or even the lesser (but still
important) teachings that further mark what “camp” one belongs to (for example, it does not
impact whether or not someone is pre-Trib in eschatology). I cannot think of a good reason why
someone would make this doctrine “the hill they want to die on” (or, rather, the altar they’d like to
slay their brother on).

Here’s how I see things sorting after the review from a strengths/weaknesses standpoint:

Stronger Points of Angelic Salvation:
 Colossians 1:20 – reconcile all things: it is accepted that this “all” includes the non-sentient

universe, and goes beyond all humans; so what clearly excludes angels? As an extension of
this point, the scriptures that say Jesus died for the sins of the world (kosmos; John
1:29,3:16,4:42), and that the angels are part of the world (as seen in Satan’s title; John
12:31,14:30,16:11, plus in I Corinthians 4:9 “…kosmos, even to angels and men”). This latter
point, however, is blunted by the part of the AS scenario that says there was no sacrifice for
the angel-men, which would mean that the sin bearing for the world is a general but not
exhaustive statement (just like Hebrews 9:27 is a general statement about all dying once, but
not exhaustive as it does not include those who don’t die [the living at the rapture and Enoch]
and those who die twice [people who were resuscitated via miracles]).

 Addressing the key anti-AS passage, Heb 2:16, recognizing the tenses being used. (An
interesting note is that while this verse is used as the main defense by anti-AS folks, I have not
seen their defense employ an analysis of the Greek for this verse, even though they know the
language.)

 Jesus bearing sins in soul allows for dying for angelic sins too, while His humanity took care of
human OSN passed down from Adam. This would speak to anyone who would offer the
objection that Jesus was the 2nd Adam, not the 2nd angel.

 Given God’s graciousness, why wouldn’t God offer salvation? Moreover, why couldn’t He offer
salvation? Does anything in God’s essence prevent Him from offering salvation to fallen
angels?

Lesser Strong Points:
 While the non-AS position enjoys the benefits of being the “champion” of the match up due to

its wider and longer held acceptance, it too has “deduction-bricks” in its foundation. Chief of
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these is the pronouncement that angels were not provided salvation because they did not have
to walk by faith as man does. This statement is not based on any direct words from scripture,
similar to points in favor of AS. (Side note: It is interesting to see that those who argue against
AS are content to use deductions they agree with that are also part of the Angelic Conflict
documentation of which AS is a part.)

 The non-AS position has not answered (with scripture) how un-fallen angels are no longer
capable of sinning. The non-AS proponent would have to surmise (just like the pro-AS
proponent does about many points) that after some period of exposure to Satan’s cajoling, it
was deemed “enough” and they were sealed off OR that the nature of their existence enables
once for all choices (which is a bit of a slight of hand because before Satan fell, all the angels
were fine).

 Adam and Eve’s situation is not as dissimilar to Lucifer’s as typically portrayed in the non-AS
view. While on the one hand the first humans did not see many of the fantastic sights and
events the angels no doubt did, the important similarities are 1) both Adam and Lucifer knew
what they were doing, 2) Adam and Eve had direct contact with God like the angels, 3) Adam
and Eve were created perfect, 4) both had an “Eden” (which is at the same time the most
obscure yet most interesting commonality)

Weaker Points:
 Heavy reliance on deduction for many aspects of the position, especially when compared to

other doctrines. In many cases of making a defense of what you believe, you can point to one
or more verses to directly document the point. When confronted with a topic that requires
extensive reasoning out, especially one that arrives at conclusions based on deductions built
upon other deductions, it naturally raises the concern that we might be trying to paint a picture
when all we can really see is a shadow. In situations like this, an intellectually honest person
might well consider if we’re violating the admonition to “not shout when God keeps silent”.

 Lack of proof of meanings of tabernacle types. Given the size of the document, it would likely
be better to just add references to wherever the proof of the tabernacle meanings have been
published.

 The assertion that the non-AS position is akin to Calvinistic thinking is counterbalanced by
recognizing this still exists for the angel-men in the AS position as their sins were not died for.
Moreover, the ‘didn’t die for angel-men’s sins’ situation works against the proof texts used to
support AS because of their saying that Jesus died for the sins of the whole world means
those of angels must be included. It seems inconsistent that “whole world” must
simultaneously extend beyond man to angels but not as far as the angel-men. This once again
opens up the question of statements being exhaustive in meaning or not.

 Proof angels have souls. We have direct statements of them being spirits, abundant evidence
that they at least manufacture bodies, direct statements about God having a soul, but why no
direct statements about angels being souls (Job 12:10 is not a slam dunk for this)?

 The “mount of assembly”/Olympus comparison. Absent a detailed and very convincing
explanation for this, a reader might look on other parts of the Angelic Conflict document with
skepticism. (This is, of course, more of a rhetorical point about AS rather than one based on
logic.)

Tipping Point of AS vs non-AS
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 The meaning of “hosios” is a critical pivot point in the discussion. If the usages of hosios can
only mean that Jesus alone is sinless, then it is a slam dunk for AS because we know there
are elect/holy angels and if they fell then they had to be redeemed. If the usages of hosios in
the source passages can/do mean that Jesus is uniquely holy (as an expression of divine
hypostasis), then AS looses considerable ground in the debate.

Typographical Errors in Source Document

Page Section Item
8 Q.2 had s/b hand
13 6.f active s/b actively
25 G.3 you s/b your
26 8 Isaiah 14:12-14 s/b Ezekiel 28
26 I.3.c Priests s/b Priest
31 C.1 ways s/b says
32 C.4 17:14 s/b 17:4
32 E.2 141 s/b 14
33 G.2 penalty for sin s/b penalty for man’s sin
33 H.1 (v14) ere s/b are
33 H.1 (v17) the text “Verse 17” is missing
36 J.4 thee s/b these
36 J.7 my s/b might
37 1.a angels s/b angel
37 1.b ) s/b (
37 5 21 s/b ???
38 10 hear s/b hair
38 12 angles s/b angels
44 P.2 head s/b heart (?)
44 P.3 no o s/b not
45 Q smartest of s/b smartest of Job’s friends (?)
48 D sin s/b sins
48 H sons s/b sins
50 11.b gory s/b glory
53 W.1.a.1) latter end of point is a repeat of subsequent point
58 Y.7 within e s/b removed (or corrected to ???)
58 Y.10 tat s/b that
61 E.1 t/ should not be there
66 E.4.b four categories are mentioned, but three are listed
71 J Monarch s/b Monarchy


